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Introduction/Background:
Liquid argon time projection chambers are particle detectors used to measure charge and light from particle interactions. The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) will utilize such detector to study neutrino interactions. Currently, LArTPCs effectively collect ionization charge, but not scintillation light; converting light to charge with the addition of dopants would enhance scintillation signal.

Experimental Overview:
TinyTPC is LArTPC with a pixelated readout (LArPix) that we will use to demonstrate the effects of photosensitive dopants for improved energy resolution at lower MeV scale.

TinyTPC consists of a HV and LV system. Initially tested in a test vessel and then moved into a cryostat, Blanche, for data taking at the Proton Assembly Building (PAB).

Once placed in blanche, the tinyTPC is running for 3 weeks with radioactive source Th-228 and:
- LAr
- LAr + isobutylene
- LAr + Xe
- LAr + isobutylene + Xe

Test Performed on HV:
- Verified system's resistance of 500MΩ
- Measured step resistances of 25MΩ
- Probed the field cage for continuity
- LN2 fill with N2 flush ramping voltage to 5kV
- LAr fill with N2 flush ramping voltage to 5kV

The new flange is able to hold 5kV in the test set up although not yet when in the cryostat.

Doping Runs:
We are currently taking data using the optimal configuration and new HV flange. Our preliminary analysis shows an increase in charge collected.

Next Steps:
TinyTPC team

I am currently simulating HV breakdown in a new HV test stand to further test the flange, HV and Ar breakdown in order to increase HV held.
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